GLASMC SHOW CAR COMPETITION
The Show Car Competition will be started 2013 to provide car Units that cannot perform on the
Competitive Drill fields or Obstacle Courses Units with the opportunity for competition
Show Cars will be divided into the following classes:
Antique Cars-Any vehicle which is classified as an antique in the state where the
member resides.
Modified- Any vehicle that has been changed or modified from it's original design
and make up.
Convertible-Any Unit that is made up solely as a convertible Unit may enter the
Convertible Class.
Commercial-Any vehicle that is used for a commercial purpose.
Sports Car- Any vehicle that is recognized by any national sports club as a sports
car.
Special Interest- All of the above and more. This can be any vehicle regardless of
age or appearance.
Any Unit may enter as many vehicles as they want in any class they fall into. Some Units are
made up of many types that may fall into more than one class. You may enter as many vehicles
as you want into as many classes as you want.
Each Unit will be judged together as a whole, no matter how many classes you may enter into.
The score sheets are the same for each class and are color coded for each class so that each class
may be separated for scoring in each separate class. Each Unit will have two phases of
inspection. One judge will inspect the personnel and deduct for infractions on the score _sheet.
Each vehicle will have it's own score sheet. Several judges will inspect the vehicles in different
categories, such as interior of vehicle, exterior of vehicle, under the hood and trunk. The score
from each vehicle is added with the Unit score from the personnel inspection to come up with an
score for each vehicle. All the scores of the entire Unit's entry into each class is then added and
averaged for a final Unit score. Each Unit is then awarded bonus points for participation. A 1/2
point bonus for each vehicle shown beyond competitor in you class is added to the Unit average
score for a final Unit Score in each class. Trophies are awarded for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in
each class.

